These comments refer to Arnold Beckmann's paper [Bec05] . That paper introduces the notion of the uniform reduct of a propositional proof system, which consists of a collection of ∆ 0 (α) formulas, where α is a unary relation symbol. Here I will define essentially the same thing, but make it a collection of Σ by Zambella) are two-sorted formulas which are the same as bounded formulas of Peano arithmetic, except that they are allowed free "string" variables X, Y, Z, ... which range over finite sets of natural numbers. Terms of the form |X| are allowed, which denote the "length" of the string X (more precisely 1 plus the largest element of X, or 0 if X is empty). The atomic formula X(t) means t is a member of X.
by Zambella) are two-sorted formulas which are the same as bounded formulas of Peano arithmetic, except that they are allowed free "string" variables X, Y, Z, ... which range over finite sets of natural numbers. Terms of the form |X| are allowed, which denote the "length" of the string X (more precisely 1 plus the largest element of X, or 0 if X is empty). The atomic formula X(t) means t is a member of X.
Each Σ B 0 formula ϕ(X) translates into a family ϕ(X)[n] : n ∈ N of propositional formulas (see [Coo05, CN] ) in the style of the Paris-Wilkie translation. The difference is that now X has a length |X|, and this affects the semantics of ϕ(X) and the resulting translation.
representing the bits of the string X, and ϕ(X)[n] is a tautology iff ϕ(X) holds for all strings X of length n. If ϕ( X) has several string variables X = X 1 , · · · , X k then the translation is the family ϕ( X)[ n] of formulas, where n i is intended to be the length of X i .
In terms of Σ B 0 formulas, the definition of uniform reduct in [Bec05] becomes
Problem 2 in [Bec05] asks (in our teminology) whether there is a proof system f such that
(refering to the set of true Σ B 0 formulas).
Here we point out that a positive answer to Problem 2 is equivalent to the existence of an optimal proof system. Let f + be the the system f augmented to allow substitution Frege rules to be applied to tautologies after exhibiting their f proofs.
iff f + simulates every proof system.
Proof:
⇐=: For each Σ B 0 formula ϕ( X) we can easily define a proof system in which ϕ( X)[ n] : n ∈ N has polysize proofs.
and let g be any proof system. The idea is to formulate the soundness of g as a Σ B 0 formula Sound g and then show that EF, using the propositional translations of Sound g as axioms, simulates g. This is similar to Theorem 14.1.2 in [Kra95] , which states that EF + 0 − RF N(g) psimulates g, except soundness of g is now formulated by the formula 0 − RF N(g), which is not Σ The proof system g is a polynomial time map taking strings onto the set of tautolgies. Let ϕ g (U, Y, W ) be a Σ B 0 formula which asserts that W is a computation showing that
where we have rigged the formula Eval so that Z(0) is the truth value of the entire formula Y .
If g is a proof system, then the universal closure of Sound g is true, and hence its propositional translations Sound g [ n] have polynomial size f + proofs. Now let U 0 be a string which is a g-proof of a formula A, so g(U 0 ) = A. Let W 0 be a computation showing g(U 0 ) = A.
Let Sound The resulting formula has the form Eval ′ ⊃ A, where Eval ′ has a short Frege proof. Thus we obtain a f + proof of A which is polynomial in the length of the g proof U 0 of A.
Strongly Uniform Reducts
We can strengthen the definition of uniform reduct to obtain the notion of strongly uniform reduct of f as follows:
there is a polytime function that takes n to an f -proof of ϕ( X)[ n]} where polytime means time (Σn i ) O(1) .
We can strengthen Theorem 1 for the case of strongly uniform reducts by replacing "simulates" by "p-simulates". If f p-simulates g then there is a polytime algorithm which translates g-proofs to f -proofs, whereas if f merely simulates g, then the poly-expanded f -proof exists, but there is no guarantee it can be found in polytime.
Theorem 2: SU f + = TRUE Σ B 0 iff f + p-simulates every proof system.
The proof is obtained from the proof of Theorem 1 by noticing that we can efficiently construct the substitution Frege proofs involved from the f + proofs of Sound g [ n]
.
Remark As far as we know, an optimal proof system might exist even though NP = coNP.
